
 

  111 Service  

Patient Survey Feedback  

Month: August 2021 

 
79.7% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

Positive  
free text 

comments 
 

They dealt with my illness quickly and politely. 

I was particularly satisfied by how staff reassured me and listened to 
me. They managed to help shift my perspective from catastrophising 
the situation to seeing clarity. 

Very helpful and understanding of issue and very promptly arranged for 
an emergency appointment with local dentist. 

Negative   
free text 

comments 

No help to find a dentist that could help was forthcoming other than 
giving me a list of numbers that I had already googled!! 

Too many questions, then passed to clinician who asked the same 
questions 

Had to wait 40 minutes for the call to be answered but once I got 
through service was great. 

  

Number of responses 

Online 16 
 

Total: 

222 
Print 87 

Text 119 

 

  



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and good (combined) 177 79.7% -3.3 

Very good 122 55% +4 

Good 55 24.8% -7.2 

Neither good nor poor 22 9.9% +3.2 

Poor 13 5.9% +0.7 

Very poor 9 4.1% -0.7 

Don't know 1 0.5% +0.1 

Please note: comparisons above are made against the previous months report. Surveys are input against the date the service is used therefore 
small variations in data can happen between reports.  

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis  

 



 

Results by resource CCG  

Resource CCG 
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Total 79.7% 9.9% 222 122 55 22 13 9 0 

County Durham 81.6% 7.9% 38 23 8 4 3 0 0 

Newcastle Gateshead 87.5% 2.5% 40 25 10 4 1 0 0 

North Tyneside 54.5% 27.3% 11 5 1 2 0 3 0 

Northumberland 69.2% 19.2% 26 10 8 2 3 2 0 

South Tyneside 87.5% 12.5% 8 6 1 0 1 0 0 

Sunderland 81.8% 9.1% 22 12 6 2 2 0 0 

Tees Valley 78.7% 9.8% 61 30 18 7 2 4 0 

No CCG 87.5% 6.3% 16 11 3 1 1 0 0 

 

Free text comments  

They dealt with my illness quickly and politely. 

Because they put me on the right track to seek medical advice I required 

Because i can't get an appointment with a doctor as i once could disillusioned !!! ) 

My 1st time to use this service  

The ambulance came quickly, the two paramedics were , courteous , professional, and caring. I could not 

fault them  

Very quick, efficient service 

The person I spoke to was great and helped me a lot it just took so long to speak to someone 

I was in agony with my tooth and I spoke to a professional within twenty minutes. I was very well looked 

after.  

Because the lady was very helpful in sorting my situation.  

They made me feel comfortable. 

Quick to answer. Lovely confident call handler and listened very well 

Too many questions, then passed to clinician who asked the same questions. 

Informative, empathic, calm  

Very helpful  

Quick and very helpful  

I was very happy with the service I received. I was frightened about what would happen at the hospital but 

the crew were cheerful and helped me to relax 

The phone call was answered within a minute and the follow-up call from a nurse was had within 5 minutes 

after. Both responders made me feel supported which calmed me down & provided the reassurance I 

needed.  



 

First time i phone the lady was lovely got me to qet where i had test to confirm i had food poising second 

time a man just keep insisting i had a covid test when i keep telling him it was food poising i was not 

impressed at all and no help   

I was calling on behalf of somebody else. They have learning disabilities and are unable to verbally 

communicate. I have worked with this person 8 years so consider myself able to translate and 

communicate on their behalf however the people i spoke to couldn’t really grasp that  i would need to 

answer the questions. Its quite frustrating. I did explain this but it seemed to fall on deaf ears so to speak. 

I use the service when all else fails out of hours. I have found no fault in the advice given and also quick 

response to treatment. 

Immediate response and understanding of problem. 

Prompt, friendly and helpful. 

The operator was very helpful. 

They were quite prompt and helpful. 

Good with medical problems. 

They were very quick and respectful. 

Needed to ring 111 twice in order to prompt call by doctor. Doctor didn't call until over 10 hours from first 

call to 111. 

Pleasant operator with a calm manner. 

Felt listened to. 

I was on hold on phone for 40 mins before I gave up and went online to book a call back 

Took over 1 hour to get through 

Was on hold for 2 hours waiting to speak to someone 

2hrs trying to get through  

Cos they got me dentist 

It was a long wait to get through but got what I needed off staff 

Fabulous service 

I would have said Very Good but it took over an hour to get through. Once through it was an excellent 

service. 

Waited over 90 mins and still no response  

Good quick reliable service very polite  

Once I got through to an advisor the service was great but took 1hr 5mins in que 

My issue was sorted by the 111 call handler  

Had to wait 40 minutes for the call to be answered but once I got through service was great. 

I was told I needed an ambulance, when all I had was back pain 

Very knowledgeable helpful and determined to organise help 

I waited an hour and half for a answer, then I was told to ring round places after I already explained I had, 

and couldn’t get an appointment. I was in agony!  

A wonderful service and even better crew on the calls at the moment. I have always had amazing care from 

the 111 team and this was no exception even down to ending the call hoping I get better soon 

The guidance given after explaining my symptoms led to decision to call ambulance which subsequently 

saved my life given the severity of my pneumonia  

Got the help I needed but the wait time was over an hour 

Waiting time advised 22 mins after 53 mins told I had gone to wrong line. I know I selected the correct 

option as I checked. So passed through to triage and advised to go to nsech Cramlington I said are you 

sure it's not north tyneside as possible fracture and told no. I questioned this 3 times and was given the 

same information. She said it was for emergency purpose only I said yes but nsech is a trauma unit. She 

just kept advising that is where I needed to ho. When I got to nsech they advised I should have gone to 



 

North tyneside. Nsech is  8 miles from my house and north tyneside is 2!! Nsech said they would see me as 

they were quiet otherwise I would have had to travel 10 miles back to North Tyneside.  

I was highly satisfied with the service I received  

Covid was happening. It was the beginning of April.    I had just come home from Woodlands hospital NHS 

patient after a new knee operation.   My strong painkillers were making me feel really ill and I rang 111 for 

advice.  It was the weekend.   I kept trying but no one answer the phone.   I realise they were very busy.   I 

decided to stop taking the tablets myself and improved over a few days.  I'm ok now but was a bit upset at 

the time.   I thought 111 were my lifeline.  

Listened to my issue, gave me advice and reassurance and pointed me in right direction if that to do after 

phone call  

Because they were very efficient  

I understand that when you call 111 there are initial questions that need to be answered. However, I was 

calling because my 88 yr old mum was suffering with COVID. She was extremely ill but refusing hospital. I 

needed help and support to look after her. The gentleman on the phone had no empathy for my situation 

even though I explained clearly what was going on. He eventually gave up on the (under the 

circumstances) ridiculous questions and advised he would pass on my information. My mum was becoming 

more stressed by the minute and was not well enough to answer. Thankfully I was then called by a very 

helpful doctor and then a COVID nurse.  My mother lived through her COVID experience but has vowed 

never to use 111 again.  

No use at all 

40 minutes on hold to speak to someone 

Team member was sympathetic and helpful and got me the correct medical care.  

The operator was very nice and understanding  

I think that it's a great extra service provider, so that you don't take up any time of the 999 ambulance 

service. You can even have a doctor out to your house if they think you might need one.  

Excellent help and advice given from 111 call centre and subsequent ambulance paramedics, professional, 

efficient, considerate and reassuring. Contacted GP service and arranged prescription.  

Supportive  

The colleague I spoke to really listened to my concerns about my child.  

They attended to my needs immediately as I was in severe pain. 

It was ok. Obviously it's a great service. Another feather in the cap for the NHS & GPs. My main criticism 

would be that it's so deterministic. You can't have a conversation about your health with them. You get the 

feeling you're just being led down a flowchart/multiple choice. Also it took over 30 mins to get through to 

anyone. That would be a bit much for someone who's really Ill. 

When I rang about the problem I was booked in to see my doctor when there were no appointments 

Prompt, competent and considerate. 

Quick response, accurate advice. 

Rate of answering was shockingly slow. After holding for 1 hour I put phone down and tried later. 

Had a lot of pain and was only put on to a pharmacist. 

Took ages for someone to contact me, no help when they did. Told me to contact doctor. Could have done 

this first. 

Kind, patient, thoughtful, thorough, 

Thought would have referred direct to hospital. 

Excellent professional service. Friendly knowledgeable operator. 

NHS is amazing. 

I found it very frustrating that I had to keep calling back, due to being in isolation and needing dental 

treatment. 

I waited an hour and 20 mins for the call to be answered. Result overall was good. 



 

I was in so much pain with cystitis I was so grateful for any help!! 

Always caring and professional. 

It took me an hour to get through to yourself. 

It was good because the lady was very nice but we had to wait for an hour and a half on the phone. 

I was having an allergic reaction. Sickness, rash and chest closing up. Was told it was hay fever as I was 

not wheezing. 

Waited 50 minutes before someone answered the phone. Initial ringing time start 11:45am. GP came out at 

8:30 at night. 

Fixed responses. Single option remaining is to present to A&E as an emergency dental surgery care. 

Answered telephone more quickly. 

It took 6 hours for the response. 

Quick and helpful. 

It was a very good service that helped me. 

Prompt attention. 

I waited too long for my call to be answered, but well answered I was dealt within a very professional 

manner. 

Prompt and useful response. 

Staff were a great help to me. 

Took over 2 hours to get a reply. While on phone. 

Received a good service. 

In spite of a fatal shooting in Newcastle they were within 2 hours. I think it was longer. 

Support was given. 

Because they showed interest in the patient as a person. 

Helpful but a long wait to get through. 

I was advised what to do what would happen and put at ease. 

Efficient, clearly - spoke woman on the line. 

Although I held for a long time for initial answer. All call backs from Dr's/nurses after triage were very 

prompt. 

Service was excellent, once I got through. 

Positive advice. 

A doctor rang back and the advice given was very helpful. It did take a while for the doctor to ring back and 

I was in pain so a faster call back would of been helpful. 

The person I spoke to was pleasant and friendly in her manner and very helpful 

Quick response and a very professional attitude  

Very satisfied 

Friendly efficient service. 

Polite, knowledgeable,   

A good call. Listening all the time and was kind and caring 

Handed me to GP, instead of organising ambulance, GP took ages to ring me back, so ended up taking her 

to hospital, where she was admitted forc5 days.  So, I was right and everyone else was wrong.  Pathetic. 

Calm respectful operator. Kind  and informative  

Very helpful and out me through to the appropriate assistance required 

Very professional and made me feel relaxed  

I was particularly satisfied by how staff reassured me and listened to me. They managed to help shift my 

perspective from catastrophising the situation to seeing clarity.   



 

Dissatisfied with the 111 service on this occasion unfortunately. It was restrictive in my case this was not 

helpful 

The service is fine I just don’t understand why no one was answering the phones or even a message 

saying we’re you were in a que 

I was satisfied with the help I was given but was not satisfied at the time it took for my call to be answered 

2hrs on the phone no response Had to go on line and then wait for a call from 111 

They need to listen to fact already done it so need help  

Happy with all care given 

The advice and following treatment I received where very good  

Managed to get me a call with a doctor within an hour who then was able to prescribe me medication. That 

all worked very well. Dissatisfied with the time I had to wait before my call was answered.  

A lady from ambulance service called me back before sending ambulance and she was very helpful and 

arranged for my gp to call me to discuss my problem 

Overall dissatisfied. I had to call back many times to get someone who actually helped me.  

The friendly approach and all round care from them 

The guidance given my condition  

Very helpful and listened to my concerned. Was able to get me to speak to a GP and get the help I needed. 

The only problem was the wait time to speak to someone. It was over an hour which was very frustrating  

Incorrect information as previously advised. Wait time was over one hour 

I found everything satisfactory  

Everything was really good  

They listen and understand  

The operator was very nice and done the best she could  

Satisfied with the whole process  

Satisfied with the 111 operator and the paramedics excellent service  

Call waiting  

Satisfied with the whole conversation  

Understood stood my need and acted quickly. 

+ the fact it exists and works- waiting times. 

Positive about the help.  A bit negative about the waiting time on phone. 

Anything we could have done better? 
It took a while to get through so more operators would be ideal. 

Employ more operators. 

Shorter waiting time  

They could have been more polite 

Acted faster, given it was an 88 year old lady. 

Think the doctors could ring you back more promptly  

Font blame everything on covid 

Listened to what i needed from the service not what the routine questions allow  my follow up to be 

Very long waiting times for phone consultations. Not sure how this can be made better except with more 

staff which means more funds. 

Make waiting time a bit less. 

More people to assess callers. 

A quicker response from doctor or at least an indication of an approximate time for a return call. 

Shorter waiting time. 



 

Answer phones 

Answer phone quicker  

Have sorter hold times. also the pharmacy that we were put through to prescribed tablets that were not 

right 

Answered the phone quicker 

The time waiting to get through to someone  

Cut telephone waiting times. 

Have more callers  

Answer calls quicker or priority for under 1s 

I was waiting for over an hour for a call handler to take my call.  

Been quicker at answering the call. At least give an indication of where callers are in que.  

A Dr's appt was all I needed, not ambulance 

Could have at least tried to get me an appointment with someone.  

Shorter wait time 

Ensure the staff know what is treated in what kind of hospital.  

Maybe not such a long wait for you to answer but I know lines are busy 

Other than answer the phone I don't really. I’m Sure they would have been lovely if I'd have spoken to 

somebody .   I still think it's a good service and I don't speak about it to anybody.   It was a difficult time for 

every body and they could have been really short staffed themselves. 

Minimise the waffle at the beginning 

There has to be some way that the 111 call handlers can veer from the prompt sheet in certain situations. 

Training in empathy would be helpful  

More respect 

More staff on 

The time having to wait for call to be answered  

Less time waiting would've been better but that was more about the call volumes than anything else.  

Answer the phone more quickly. On one occasion I hung on for over one hour then rang 999 fortunately, 

they were excellent and very quick. My husband had 2 arrests so his life was saved as a result of my 999 

call. 

Would have through an appointment to urgent care more appropriate. 

Have direct contact with doctor by telephone. 

Made appointment at hospital. 

Waited a while to be connected but under current circumstances this was to be expected and not a 

problem. 

If there was a way to save people having to repeat over and over the reason for their call. 

Answered the call far more quickly. 

The ambulance staff did not give much information they were in and out within 15 mins. 

Listen. 

The process of having to repeat your situation at least 3 times to different people - can this be improved? 

Apart from waiting time, concise information. 

Answer calls more quickly. 

Answered the phone quicker! 

Have a local 111 line instead of getting relocated. 

Answered my call sooner. 

More call handlers so connection to the service is quicker. 

Have more, medically - qualified people answering calls. 



 

Answered the phone quicker, waited almost an hour for an answer.  


